STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE:

Recreate Kansas State's
Innovative Approach

In 2018 alone, Kansas State made two huge
fundamental changes to their fundraising approach.
These are inspiring, forward-thinking moves. But how did they
actually DO it?
Everyone’s motivation is going to be different. And replicating their
motivations would be nearly impossible. Library fires (thankfully)
don’t happen very often and neither do substantial mystery gifts
(unfortunately).
While the initial push was unique, the process for carrying out the
new approach doesn’t have to be.
You can replicate Kansas State’s approach using various tools and
searches in EverTrue, uncovering new donors, tapping new sources
for gifts and improving your institution's fundraising approach.

Major Gifts

A brand-new major donor pipeline
How exactly did the Kansas State Foundation turn a $650,000
bequest into 145 new donors, 145 new scholarships and $9.5
million available to Kansas State students in perpetuity?
OK, yes, that sounds like a major undertaking. But only if you look at
it all at once. It’s easy to be overwhelmed thinking about how their
team used that one gift to completely reimagine their process for
recruiting new major gift donors while also making an immediate
impact on the university with an influx of scholarships.
But look beyond all that and ask what Kansas State was really able
to actually do.
They identified alumni who were capable of making a sizeable gift
but had never done so before. That’s something every organization
should want to do.
That’s something you can do.

Capacity Search
By using the Capacity Search within EverTrue, you can begin identifying
constituents who have the ability to become a leadership-level donor for your
school. They aren’t yet ready to provide a major gift, but they have the capacity to
move beyond a $20 yearly donation.

EverTrue Tip
Use strategic filters to create
segments of underserved
alumni. Once you’ve
identified a group, craft a
plan to engage them.

Gift Officer Outreach
The exact approach here will vary
depending on how large of a prospect
pool you’ve identified. If it’s a few
hundred, gift officers could reasonably
reach out to most of the list. If it’s tens
of thousands, a different approach
might be necessary.
This is where the creativity (and fun)
comes in. Identify causes or initiatives
that are going to resonate with this
group of donors. Something concrete.
Something that will show the
immediate value of their donation.
Remember, this group has never given
a large-scale gift before. They want to
know that their money is having an
impact right away.

Create a campaign, launch social
content and email these people to
get their attention. But be sure to
target this group specifically. It’s
important that they feel like you’re
talking to them directly. They fit a
very specific profile and your
approach to outreach has to be
tailored to that profile.
Once you’ve posted something for
them to interact with, we’re on to the
next step.

Facebook Engagement Search
When you put some content into the world for people to interact with, they’re
basically raising their hands to express at least some level of interest in what
you’re doing. You need to capitalize on that interest.

EverTrue Tip
Run a Facebook Engagement
Search to match a person’s
interest in your content with
their capacity level. Identify your
ideal cross-section and have gift
officers get in touch.

Annual Fund

Raising $50,000 in two weeks from 400 donors
is no small accomplishment under any
circumstances. To do so as an immediate
reaction to a fire that forced a significant
renovation to the campus library is remarkable.
But you don’t have to be facing a daunting task
that most fundraisers will never encounter in
their career just to take an innovative approach.
Here’s how you can replicate the spirit of
Kansas State’s undertaking without the
dramatic origins.

Thought Leadership
Yes, yes, we know: Another buzzword-y leadership
committee. But hear us out. We don’t care what
you call it or how it’s organized, a group
determined to enact change and willing to take
risks and think creatively is where change truly
comes from. Kansas State launched an
Engagement By Design group that is dedicated to
reimagining how the campus approaches the
giving funnel.
With members coming from Marketing and
Communications, Prospect Research as well as
Strategic Solutions, the group is populated with
members of all the cross-functional teams that
touch fundraising to promote collaboration and a
wholistic approach.
The group works together to identify trending
campus topics to promote across all their digital
channels. They keep an eye out for things that
specifically can play into fundraising, of course, but
also items that will inspire excitement more
generally.

Uncover Self-Identified Donors
Once you publish your digital content, people will interact with it. Some people will
ignore it (don’t worry, it’s the internet, we all get ignored sometimes), but the people
it speaks to will show their appreciation, either with a like, a share or a comment.
Those people might not be banging on your door to give, but they’re letting you know
they’re interested in their own way.

EverTrue Tip
Use a Facebook Engagement
Search to isolate the group that’s
engaged with your content then
create an outreach plan that
speaks specifically to this group.

Find Active Alumni
If you want to take a broader look at who is active on Facebook more generally, you
can easily do that in EverTrue as well.

EverTrue Tip
Find individuals with
above-average Facebook
engagement then cross
reference them with
SYBUNTS and LYBUNTS to
find potential new donors
or dormant donors then
engage or re-engage them.

Search Contact Records for Keywords
Have an idea for outreach or content but want to make sure you have an audience.
Or want to cut to the chase and target people who’ve already expressed interest in
a word you think has made it into your channels in the past?

EverTrue Tip
Search specific keywords
right in EverTrue to target
a group that’s expressed
interest in a topic in the
past or for a quick gut
check before kicking of a
new initiative.

See how EverTrue can work for you.
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